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48217



land use history of 
48217



DWSD opened in the 60sDTE Energy opened in the 50s

Ford Rouge Plant opened in the 20s Detroit Salt Company opened in the 20s



Marathon Petroleum opened in the 30s
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Industrial uses near 48217



Detroit Master Plan - 1950



“...[the planning department] determined 
that Southwest Detroit and surrounding 
neighborhoods would basically be heavy 
industrial, and they weren’t going to invest in 
infrastructure and things to support residential 
uses...By the mid-50s, that became the official 
policy.”

-Historian for the State of Michigan



Detroit’s Urban Design Strategy - 1970



Detroit Future City Framework - 2014



Burned homes in 48217



Southwestern High School



Closed Kemeny Recreation Center



“We’re forgotten.”
-48217 Resident



a tradition of 
resistance



“If we don’t fight for it, we don’t get it.”

-48217 Resident



Residents protesting outside of Marathon



Residents marching for environmental justice



Residents holding asthma inhalers at public hearing



“We are reliving Flint, Michigan right now...Because 
the citizens came before the MDEQ and the EPA and 
everyone said you’re harming us. You’re hurting us. 
They used a bottle of water to show, to illustrate, to 
explain, well I have my asthma inhaler here tonight 
because I have to use it.”

-48217 Resident





Article by 48217 resident



economics vs. 
health



“There is nothing we need more than jobs. I’m very 
cognizant of the environmental and health issues in 
Southwest Detroit, but it’s a balancing act, and we 
need to weigh that in our decisions.”

Gary Brown
City Councillor



“Why can’t we have jobs and good health?.”
-48217 Resident



COVID-19 Testing in 48217 (Photo: Emma Lockridge)
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